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Constraining the quintessence equation of state with SnIa data and CMB peaks
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Quintessence has been introduced as an alternative to the cosmological constant scenario to account for the
current acceleration of the universe. This new dark energy component allows values of the equation of state
parameterwQ

0 >21 and in principle measurements of cosmological distances to type Ia supernovae can be
used to distinguish between these two types of models. Assuming a flat universe, we use the supernovae data
and measurements of the position of the acoustic peaks in the cosmic microwave background spectra to
constrain a rather general class of quintessence potentials, including inverse power law models and recently
proposed supergravity inspired potentials. In particular we use a likelihood analysis, marginalizing over the
dark energy densityVQ , the physical baryon densityVbh2 and the scalar spectral indexn, to constrain the
slopes of our quintessence potential. Considering only the first Doppler peak the best fit in our range of models
giveswQ

0 ;20.8. However, including the SnIa data and the three peaks, we find an upper limit on the present
value of the equation of state parameter,21<wQ

0 <20.93 at 2s, a result that appears to rule out a class of
recently proposed potentials.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Observations of distant type Ia supernovae@1,2# and small
angular scale anisotropies in the cosmic microwave ba
ground~CMB! @3–6# suggest that the universe is dominat
by a large amount of dark energy with a negative equation
state parameterw. One obvious explanation would be th
presence for all time of a cosmological constant withw5
21, although there is no satisfactory reason known wh
should be so close to the critical energy density~for a general
review see@7#!. An alternative proposal introduces a ne
type of matter and is called ‘‘quintessence’’@8#. Assuming
that some unknown mechanism cancels the true cosmo
cal constant, this dark energy is associated with a light sc
field Q evolving in a potentialV(Q). The equation of state
parameter of theQ component is given by

wQ5

Q̇2

2
2V~Q!

Q̇2

2
1V~Q!

~1!

and it is a function of time. According to the form ofV(Q)
the present value ofwQ is in the rangewQ

0 >21. The tem-
poral dependence ofwQ implies that high redshift observa
tions could in principle distinguish between the cold da
matter model with a cosmological constant (L CDM) and
quintessence cold dark matter model~QCDM! @10–14#.
Moreover, a number of authors have recently pointed out
the position of the CMB peaks could provide an efficie
way to constrain quintessence models@15–17#.

In this paper we use the supernovae sample of Perlmu
et al. @1# and the recent measurements of the location of
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CMB peaks@18# to determine new limits on the quintessen
equation of state. Our study is similar in approach to
earlier analysis by Efstathiou@19#. We consider a genera
class of potentials parametrized in such a way that we
control their shape, and apply a likelihood analysis to fi
the confidence regions for the parameters of the potential
the best value for the fractional quintessence energy den
VQ . The constraints which emerge are different if we an
lyze the data separately. In particular the position of the fi
Doppler peak prefers a quintessence model withwQ

0 ;20.8
for the priorVQ50.7 in agreement with Baccigaluppiet al.
@20#, while the analysis of all the CMB peaks and SnIa giv
an upper value for the equation of state,wQ

0 <20.93 at 2s
for these class of models. This limit is stronger than tho
previously obtained@21–23#, wQ

0 <20.6 at 2s, simply be-
cause we are making use of the new improved CMB data.
obvious consequence of this result is that in these clas
models, for them to succeed the scalar field dynamics ha
produce effects similar to pure vacuum energy and in t
case it is unlikely that quintessence can be distinguis
from a cosmological constant~see also@9#!.

II. QUINTESSENCE EQUATION OF STATE

The scalar field dynamics is described by the Kle
Gordon equation

Q̈13HQ̇1
dV

dQ
50, ~2!

with

H25
8pG

3
Frm1r r1

Q̇2

2
1V~Q!G , ~3!

whererm andr r are the matter and radiation energy den
ties respectively. It is well known that for a wide class
potentials, Eq.~2! possesses attractor solutions@24#. In this
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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regime the kinetic energy of the field is subdominant allo
ing wQ to become negative. The present value ofwQ

0 de-
pends on the slope of the potential in the region reached
the field. Actually if the quintessence field rolls down a ve
flat region@25# or if it evolves close to a minimum@26–28#
the equation of state parameter varies in the range21
<wQ

0 ,20.8. On the other hand, models such as the inve
power law potential@29,30# require larger values ofwQ

0 . A
general potential which can accommodate a large clas
scenarios is

V~Q!5
M41a

Qa
e(1/2)(kQ)b

, ~4!

wherek5A8pG and M is fixed in such a way that toda
rQ5rcVQ , whererc is the critical energy density. Forb
50 Eq. ~4! becomes an inverse power law, while forb52
we have the supergravity~SUGRA! potential proposed by
@27#. For a50, b51 and starting with a large value ofQ,
the quintessence field evolves in a pure exponential pote
@31#. We do not consider this case further since it is poss
to have a dark energy dominated universe, but at the exp
of fine tuning for the initial conditions of the scalar field
Larger values ofb mimic the model studied in@28#. For
a,bÞ0 the potential has a minimum, the dynamics can
summarized as the following. For small values ofb and for
a large range of initial conditions, the field does not reach
minimum by the present time and hencewQ

0 .21. For ex-
ample, if the quintessence energy density initially domina
over the radiation, theQ field quickly rolls down the inverse
power law part of the potential eventually resting in t
minimum withwQ;21 after a series of damped oscillation
@32#. This behavior however requires fine tuning the init
value of Q to be small. On the other hand, this can
avoided if we consider large values ofa andb @Fig. 1~a!#. In
these models the fractional energy density of the quin

FIG. 1. ~Color! In ~a! the evolution ofwQ against the redshift is
plotted for different values ofa andb. In ~b! the behavior of the
deceleration parameter,q, is plotted against the redshift. The acce
eration starts (q,0) earlier for models with an equation of sta
close to that of a true cosmological constant.
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sence field,VQ , is always negligible during both radiatio
and matter dominated eras. In fact, for small initial values
Q, V(Q) acts like an inverse power law potential, hence
Q enters the scaling regime its energy density is subdomin
compared to that of the background component. There
nucleosynthesis constraints@33# are always satisfied an
there are no physical effects on the evolution of the den
perturbations. The main consequence is that for a differ
value of wQ

0 the Universe starts to accelerate at a differe
redshift @Fig. 1~b!#.

This implies that different values ofa and b lead to a
different luminosity distance and angular diameter distan
Consequently by making use of the observed distances
may in principle determine an upper limit onwQ

0 , potentially
constraining the allowed shape of the quintessence pote
@10#.

III. CMB PEAKS

The CMB power spectrum provides information on com
binations of the fundamental cosmological quantities. T
position of the Doppler peaks depends on the geometry
the Universe through the angular diameter distance, altho
the amplitude of the peaks are sensitive to many differ
parameters. The important point for us is that in general
quintessence field can contribute to the shape of the spec
through both the early integrated Sachs-Wolfe~ISW! effect
and the late one@34#. The former is important if the dark
energy contribution at the last scattering surface~LSS! is not
negligible@35,25# or in non-minimally coupled models@36–
38#, whereas the late ISW effect is the only effect in mod
with VQ;0 at LSS @39#. However, as has recently bee
demonstrated an accurate determination of the position of
Doppler peaks is more sensitive to the actual amount of d
energy@17#. To be more precise, the multipole of themth
peak is l m5mlsh , where l sh is proportional to the angula
scale of the sound horizon at LSS. In a flat universel sh is
given by

l sh5
p

c̄s
S t0

t ls
21D , ~5!

where c̄s is the mean sound velocity andt0 , t ls are the
conformal time today and at last scattering respective
However, physical effects before recombination can shift
scale of the sound horizon at different multipoles, result
in a better estimate for the peak positions being given by

l m5 l sh~m2d l 2d l m!, ~6!

whered l is an overall shift@40# andd l m is the shift of the
mth peak. These corrections depend on the amount of b
ons Vbh2, on the fractional quintessence energy density
last scattering (VQ

ls) and today (VQ
0 ), as well as on the scala

spectral indexn. Recently, analytic formulas, valid over
large range of the cosmological parameters, have been
vided to good accuracy ford l andd l m @41#. Of crucial im-
portance is the observation that the position of the third p
4-2
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CONSTRAINING THE QUINTESSENCE EQUATION OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 043004
appears to remain insensitive to other cosmological qua
ties, hence we can make use of this fact to test dark en
models@42#.

IV. LIKELIHOOD ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A. Constraints from supernovae

We want to constrain the set of parametersa, b andVQ
confined in the range:aP(1,10), bP(0,10) and VQ
P(0,1), subject to the assumption of a flat universe. We
the SnIa data fit C of Perlmutteret al. @1#, that excludes 4
high redshift data points. The magnitude-redshift relation
given by

m~z!55 logDL~z,a,b,VQ!1M, ~7!

whereM is the ‘‘Hubble constant free’’ absolute magnitud
andDL(z)5H0dL(z) is the free-Hubble constant luminosit
distance. In a flat universe,

dL~z!5„t02t~z!…~11z!, ~8!

wheret0 is the conformal time today andt(z) is the confor-
mal time at the red-shiftz of the observed supernova. Both
these quantities are calculated solving numerically Eq.~2!
and Eq.~3! for each value ofa,b andVQ . In M we neglect
the dependence on a fifth parameter (a in @1#! and assume it
to be 0.6, best value in@1#. We then obtain a Gaussian like
lihood functionL S\n(a,b,^ Q), by marginalizing overM.
In Fig. 2~a! we present the one-dimensional likelihood fun
tion normalized to its maximum value for̂ Q . There is a
maximum atVQ51, in agreement with the analysis in@19#.
In Fig. 3~a! we present the likelihood contours in thea2b
parameter space, obtained after marginalizing overVQ .
Note that all values are allowed at the 2s level. The confi-
dence regions for the SnIa data correspond to quintess
models with wQ

0 ,20.4 for VQ50.6, an upper limit that
agrees with those found in@1,19#.

FIG. 2. Fractional quintessence energy density likelihoods,~a!
for SnIa,~b! for the combined CMB peaks and~c! for the combined
data sets.
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B. Constraints from Doppler peaks and SnIa

We now compute the position of the three Doppler pea
l 1 , l 2 and l 3 using Eq. ~6!. In addition to the paramete
space used in the supernovae analysis we consider the p
cal baryon density and the scalar spectral index varying
spectively in the rangeVbh2P(0.018,0.026) and n
P(0.9,1.1). The Hubble constant is set toh50.70 in agree-
ment with the recent HST observations@43#. The predicted
peak multipoles in the CMB are then compared with tho
measured in the BOOMERANG and DASI spectra@18#.
Note, that the third peak has been detected in the BOOM
ANG data but not in the DASI data. Furthermore the auth
of @18#, with a model independent analysis, estimated
position of the peaks accurately at 1s. However because the
errors associated with the data are non-Gaussian, to be
servative we take our 1s errors on the data to be larger tha
those reported in@18#, so that our analysis is significant up t
2s. We then evaluate a gaussian likelihood functi
L Pexi*(a,b,^ Q ,^ b^

e,u). The combined one-dimensiona
likelihood function for the peaks is shown in Fig. 2~b!, where
we find VQ50.6960.10

0.13. The likelihood for all the data set
combined is shown in Fig. 2~c!, where we findVQ50.75
60.08

0.09. These results are in agreement with the analysis
@19,5,20#.

The likelihood functions, combining all the data for th
CMB peaks, for the scalar spectral index and the phys
baryon density are shown in Fig. 4. Since the dependenc
the peak multipoles onVbh2 andn is small, it is not possible
to obtain some significant constraints on these cosmolog
parameters using the location of the Doppler peaks. In F
3~b!–3~d! we plot the two-dimensional likelihood function i

FIG. 3. ~Color! Likelihood contour plots for SnIa, I, II and III
acoustic peaks. The blue region is the 68% confidence region w
the 90% is the light blue one. For the SnIa the white region co
spond to 2s. The position of the third CMB acoustic peak strong
constrains the acceptable parameter space.
4-3
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the planea2b for each peak, obtained after having marg
alized overVQ , Vbh2 andn. Their shape reflects the accu
racy in the estimation of the position of the peaks. Actua
the first one is very well resolved, while we are less confid
with the location of the second and third peak. Theref
their likelihoods are more spread and flat in thea2b plane.
The 1s confidence contour@Fig. 3~b!# for the first acoustic
peak constrains the slopes of our potential in the range
<a<10 and 1<b<3. In particular the likelihood has a
maximum ata59 andb52, corresponding to an equatio
of statewQ

0 520.8 for VQ50.7, in agreement with the re
cent analysis in@20#. However, the second and third pea
constrain a region where the equation of state is compa
with the cosmological constant value. Therefore the effec
including all the data~Fig. 5! in the likelihood analysis is to

FIG. 4. One-dimensional likelihood forn andVbh2.

FIG. 5. ~Color! Two-dimensional likelihood for SnIa and CMB
with 1 ~dark blue! and 2s ~light blue! contours.
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move the constraint from models withwQ
0 ;20.8 to models

with an equation of statewQ
0 ;21. As we can see in Fig. 6

the values ofa and b, allowed by the likelihood including
all the data~Fig. 5!, correspond to our models with values
wQ

0 in the range21<wQ
0 <0.93 at 2s for our prior prob-

ability VQ50.75. The reason for such a strong constrain
due to the assumed accurate determination of the third p
in that it is insensitive to pre-recombination effects. In p
ticular peak multipoles are shifted toward larger values
wQ

0 approaches the cosmological constant value. This is
cause, in models withwQ

0 ;21 the universe starts to acce
erate earlier than in those withwQ

0 .21, consequently the
distance to the last scattering surface is further and hence
sound horizon at the decoupling is projected onto sma
angular scales. Since the location of the third peak inferre
@18# is at l 35845623

12, values ofwQ
0 ;21 fit this multipole

better than models withwQ
0 .21. However we want to point

out that at 1s the position of the first peak is inconsiste
with the position of the other two. A possible explanation
this discrepancy is that the multipolesl 2 and l 3 are less sen-
sitive to small shift induced by the dependence onVbh2 and
n. Therefore we can obtain a different constraint on the d
energy equation of state if we consider the peaks indivi
ally.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The location of the sound horizon is very sensitive to t
dark energy contribution. Due to the strong degeneracy in
shape of the CMB spectrum, a certain class of quintesse
models can be better constrained using only the acou
peaks. We have applied a likelihood analysis to constrain
shape of the quintessence potential, based on both the s
novae type Ia data and the positions of the CMB pea
Assuming a flat space-time and making use only of the
sition of the first Doppler peak we find the best fit for mode
wQ

0 ;20.8 for VQ50.7 prior value. The combined analysi
including all three peaks and SnIa, gives the best fit

FIG. 6. ~Color! Equation of state parameter againsta andb for
VQ50.75. The 2s contours correspond to models withwQ

0 ;21.
4-4
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VQ50.7560.09
0.08. We have found in particular that the dete

mination of third peak in the BOOMERANG data limits th
equation of state parameter at 2s in the range21<wQ

0 <
20.93 for VQ with this prior value. This has an importan
implication for minimally coupled quintessence models. A
tually they must behave similarly to a cosmological consta
therefore inverse power law is disfavored. In fact, an eq
tion of state parameterwQ

0 ;21 implies the quintessenc
field is undergoing small damped oscillations around a m
mum or evolving in a very flat region of the potential. F
these reasons models like the double exponential pote
@25# or the single modified exponential potential@35# pass
this constraint, even though they are not included in
analysis. Another important caveat is that this study does
take into account quintessence scenarios where the cont
et

g

,

N
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tion of the dark energy density in radiation or early in mat
dominated eras is not negligible. In such a case we wo
have to take into account physical effects not only on d
tance measurements, but also on the structure formation
cess itself. These models and the non-minimally coup
ones therefore could yet be distinguished from a p
L CDM model. We still require a more complete analysis
understand the nature of the dark energy, but this pa
points out that it is possible to constrain certain classes
models far more than was previously realized.
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